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Abstract 
The criterion commonly used in directed 
acyclic graphs ( dags) for testing graphical 
independence is the well-known d-separation 
criterion. It allows us to build graphical re­
presentations of dependency models (usually 
probabilistic dependency models) in the form 
of belief networks, which make easy inter­
pretation and management of independence 
relationships p ossible , without reference to 
numerical parameters (conditional probabil­
ities). In this paper, we study the following 
combinatorial problem : finding the minimum 
d-separating set for two nodes in a dag. This 
set would represent the minimum information 
(in the sense of minimum number of varia­
bles) necessary to prevent these two nodes 
from mfluencing each other. The solution to 
this basic problem and some of its extensions 
can be useful in several ways, as we shall see 
later. Our solution is based on a two-step pro­
cess: first, we reduce the original problem to 
the simpler one of finding a minimum separ­
ating set in an undirected graph , and second, 
we develop an algorithm for solving it. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Belief networks have become common knowledge rep­
resentation tools capable of representing and handling 
independence relationships. The reasons for the suc­
cess of belief networks are their ability to efficiently 
perform correct inferences by using local computa­
tions, and their reduced storage needs. Indeed , in­
dependence can modularize knowledge in such a way 
that we only need to consult the pieces of information 
relevant to the specific question in which we are inter­
ested, instead of having to explore a whole knowledge 
base; moreover, the storage requirements of, for ex-
ample, a joint probability distribution are usually ex­
cessive, whereas the memory requirements of a suitable 
factorization of this distribution, taking into account 
the independence relationships , may be much smaller. 
The capacity of belief networks for representing in­
dependence statements is based on the well-known 
graphical independence criterion called d-separation : 
if the dependency model satisfies certain properties 
then we can assert and use many (or all) of the in­
dependencies which are true in the model by checking 
for d-separation statements in the corresponding dag. 
However , d-separation is quite a subtle concept, more 
difficult to manage and interpret than its counterpart 
for undirected graphs, i.e., the separation critenon. In 
this paper we propose and solve an optimization prob­
lem related to d-separation . The basic problem may 
be formulated as follows: given a pair of nodes, x and 
y, in a dag, G, find the set of nodes with rnimrnum szzr 
that d-separates x andy. An obvious extension of this 
basic problem is to find the minimum set d-separating 
two sets of nodes instead of two single nodes. A second 
extension of the basic problem is the following : given 
two sets of nodes, X and Y, and given a third set of 
nodes, Z, find the minimum set, say S, that together 
with Z, d-separates X and Y. It is worth noting that 
an algorithm for solving this last problem may also be 
used for testing d-separation : if the minimum set S is 
empty, then X andY are d-separated by Z; otherwise , 
they are not d-separated. 
The first question we have to answer is: apart from 
the possible theoretical interest that this problem may 
have, does it have any practical utility? [n our opin­
ion the answer is positive. ln general , the solution 
to this problem represents the minimum information 
which is necessary to know, in order to prevent two 
sets of nodes from influencing each other, either in the 
absence of any other information (first extension ) , or 
in the presence of some previous knowledge (second 
extension of the basic problem). Note that we are us­
ing the word information in a broad sense. not with 
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the precise meaning attached to this term in Inform­
ation Theory. We refer to the minimum number of 
(additional) variables, w hose values we have to know 
in order to break the mutual influence between two sets 
of variables. More about this will be said in Section 5. 
The solution of our optimization problem can be useful 
in several ways: 
Let us consider the following situation: we have a data­
base containing instances of some variables in a given 
domain (or a joint probability distribution for these 
variables), and we also have a dag which is imagined 
to be an appropriate graphical representation for this 
domain. This means that the d-separation statements 
in the dag should correspond with true conditional in­
dependence statements in the domain . In order to 
test this assumption , we could select, for example, 
pairs of non adjacent nodes in the dag, next finding 
d-separating sets for these pairs, and then testing the 
corresponding conditional independencies in the data­
base (or in the joint distribution) . However, the com­
plexity of testing these conditional independence state­
ments increases exponentially (and, in the case of using 
a database, the reliability of the result decreases) ac­
cording to the size of the d-separating sets. So, it may 
be quite interesting to select d-separating sets of a size 
as small as possible, instead of using some more obvi­
ous sets (such as, for example, the parent set of one of 
the two nodes in the pair ). 
Another possible application involves, in general, find­
ing, in an already constructed network, the minimum 
number of variables preventing two given variables 
from influencing each other. We can outline several 
cases where this might be interesting: first , suppose 
that we are interested in obtaining information about 
a given variable (e.g., a classification variable), and we 
have to decide what other variables we should know 
in order to improve our information about the variable 
of interest ; if knowing the value of each variable has a 
different cost, then a minimum (and inexpensive) set 
d-separating the variable of interest from other expens­
ive variables would avoid the observation of these vari­
ables, by replacing it by the d-separating set. Second, 
given two variables representing, for example, two re­
lated diseases, we might be interested in finding the 
minimum number of variables (e.g., symptoms) that 
separate them. Third, if we are interested in a specific 
variable, and we know that the evidence transmitted 
by another variable is incorrect , then a minimum d­
separating set might be the cheapest way of avoiding 
the propagation of the error to the variable of interest , 
without the need for propagating all the evidence ac­
cumulated again. 
Frotn thesr applications, the second one is rather vague, 
but we feel that an algorithm for solving our baste 
problem and its extensions may be a useful auxili­
ary tool for managing (large) belief networks. On the 
other hand, the first application addressed (i.e. , given 
a graph , check whether it represents only independen­
cies of a database or a distribution) has a more definite 
usefulness: an algorithm for learning belief networks 
from databases, based on the idea of finding mimmum 
d-separating sets, has recently been designed (Acid­
Campos 1996a). Let us briefly describe how minimum 
d-separating sets are used in the learning process: the 
basic idea is to measure (using cross-entropy) the dis­
crepancies between the conditional independencies rep­
resented (through d-separation) in any given candidate 
network and the ones displayed by the database. The 
smaller these discrepancies are, the better the network 
fits the data. A measure of global discrepancy is then 
used as a heuristics by the search procedure, which 
explores the feasible solution space. The problem is 
that the number of d-separation statements displayed 
by a graph may be very high, and for efficiency and 
reliability reasons we want to exclude most of them, 
and use only a 'representative' set. The calculation of 
the minimum d-separating sets becomes important at 
this point: by using d-separating sets of minimum size 
we can reduce the computing time and also increase 
the reliability of the results . Depending on the net­
work topology, the savings may be quite remarkable, 
even cutting down the exponential complexity in some 
cases (see (Acid-Campos 1996a) for details about the 
algorithm ). For example, for the network displayed in 
Figure l, if we were to test the conditional independ­
ence between any pair of nodes given the parent set of 
the largest numbered node in the pair, this would rep­
resent 10 tests of order zero, 30 tests of order one and 
5 tests of order five. However, if we use the minimurn 
d-separating set instead of the parent set, we need 40 
tests of order zero and S tests of order one. 
Figure 1: A dag with 11 nodes 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: itt Sec:­
tion 2, we briefly describ<> several conc<>pts which arr 
basic for subsequent development, :::uch as the separa-
tion and d-separation criteria, as well as the relation­
ship between them proposed in (Lauritzen et al. 1990) 
Section 3 shows how to reduce our original optimiza­
tion problem about d-separation in dags to a simpler 
equivalent problem involving separation in undirected 
graphs. In Section 4, we propose an algorithm that, 
taking into account the previous results, finds a min­
imum d-separating set for any two non adjacent nodes 
in a dag. We also analize how to cope with the two 
proposed extensions of the basic problem. Finally, Sec­
tion 5 contains the concluding remarks. 
2 PRELIMINARIES 
In this Section, we are going to describe the notation 
and some basic concepts used throughout the paper. 
A Dependency Model (Pearl 1988) is a pair M = (U, I), 
where U is a finite set of elements or variables, and 
!(., .J.) is a rule that assigns truth values to a three 
place predicate whose arguments are disjoint subsets 
of U. Single elements of U will be denoted by stand­
ard or Greek lowercase letters, such as x, y, z, o:, j3 . . . , 
whereas subsets of U will be represented by capital let­
ters, such as X, Y, Z . . . The intended interpretation 
of 1(.-Y, YjZ) (read X is independent of Y given Z) 
is that having observed Z, no additional information 
about X could be obtained by also observing Y. For 
example, in a probabilistic model (Dawid 1979,Laur­
itzen aL 1990), !(X, YJZ) holds if and only if 
P(xJz, y) :::= P(xJz) whenever P(z, y) > 0, 
for every instantiation x, y and z of the sets of vari­
ables X, Y and Z. 
On the other hand, a graphical representation of a de­
pendency model M == (U, I) is a graph, e = (U, £), 
where £ is the set of arcs or edges of G, such that the 
topology of e reflects some properties of I. The way 
we relate independence assertions in I with some to­
pological property of a graph depends on the kind of 
graph we use; this property is separation for the case of 
undirected graphs (Lauritzen I 982, Pearl 1988) and d­
separatwn for directed acyclic ones (Pearl 1988, Verma­
Pearl 1990): 
• Separatwn: Given an undirected graph e, two 
subsets of nodes , X and Y, are said to be separ­
ated by the set of nodes Z, and this is denoted by 
(X, YJZ)(;, if Z intercepts all the chains between 
the nodes in X and those in Y, or, in other words, 
if the removal of the set of nodes Z from the graph 
together with their associated edges, disconnects 
the nodes in X from those in Y. 
• d-separation: Given a dag e, a chain C (a chain in 
a directed graph is a sequence of adjacent nodes, 
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the direction of the arrows does not matter) from 
node o: to node j3 is said to be blocked by the set 
of nodes Z, if there is a vertex 1 E C such that, 
either 
- 1 E Z and the arrows of C do not meet head 
to head at 1, or 
1 rf. Z, nor has 1 any descendants in Z, and 
the arrows of C do meet head to head at 1. 
A chain that is not blocked by Z is said to be 
active. Two subsets of nodes, X and Y, are said 
to be d-separated by Z, and this is denoted by 
(X, YJZ)� , if all the chains between the nodes in 
X and the nodes in Y are blocked by Z. 
In (Lauritzen al. 1990), an equivalent criterion to d­
separation was proposed, which will be especially use­
ful for our purposes. Several previous concepts are ne­
cessary to establish this equivalence: Let G be a dag; 
given a node a, the nodes j3 such that there is a path in 
G from o: to j3 are the descendants of a, written de( o: ) . 
Similarly, the nodes f3 such that there is a path in G 
from j3 to a are called the ancestors of a, denoted by 
an( a). A subset of nodes X is an ancestral set if it con­
tains its own ancestors, i.e., if an(o:) �X Va EX. We 
denote An (X) as the biilallebL <U!Cestral set containing 
X, i.e., An(X) =XU (UaEXan(o:)). The moral graph 
em of the dag G is the undirected graph with the same 
set of nodes but with a and j3 adjacent in em if and 
only if they are adjacent in G or if there is a node 1 
such that o: ---+ 1 and j3 ---+ "' are arcs in G. In other 
words, the moral graph is obtained from the original 
dag by 'marrying' parents with a common child and 
then dropping directions on arrows. Given a subset S 
of nodes in a graph e, we denote e s to the subgraph 
of e induced by S, i.e., a graph having only one subset 
S of the set of nodes in the original graph but contain­
ing all the edges whose terminal nodes are both within 
this subset. 
The following important result was proven in ( Laur­
itzen a!. 1 990): Let X, Y and Z be disjoint subsets of 
nodes in a dag G. Then, Z d-separates X frorn Y if 
and only if Z separates X from Y Ill (GAn(XuYuZ)yn, 
where ( G An(XuYuZ) )m is the moral graph of the sub­
graph of G induced by the smallest ancestral set con­
taining XU Y U Z. In symbols: 
\X, YJZ)b <=:::::>(X, YJZ)(cAn(xuYuzr (!) 
3 REDUCING d-SEPARATION TO 
SEPARATION 
The problem we are trying to solve is the following: 
Find a d-separating set of minimum size for two sets 
of nodes X and Y in a given dag G. 
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This is a combinatorial optimization problem, and, in 
principle, it does not seem easy to solve, mainly be­
cause the d-separation criterion is difficult to manage, 
and is rather subtle: in some cases, the instantiation 
of some nodes (non head to head nodes) blocks the 
chains, and in others (head to head nodes) it unblocks 
them. So, we would like to transform the problem 
into an equivalent one, but avoiding the use of the d­
separation criterion, and replacing it by a more 'uni­
form' criterion. The separation criterion for undirected 
graphs represents a good option. Therefore, the meth­
odology we are going to use to solve our problem will 
first transform it into an equivalent separation prob­
lem. 
The result in eq. (1) seems quite relevant to our pur­
poses, because it relates d-separation with separation. 
However, this result is not directly applicable, because 
the transformed (undirected) graph where we have to 
test for the separation of X from Y depends on X, Y 
and also on the d-separating set Z, the set we are look­
ing for. Thus, we would have to test for the separation 
of X from Y given Z in all the undirected graphs that 
can be formed by varying Z, and then selecting that 
Z with minimum cardinality, a completely prohibitive 
brute force approach. 
However, in this Section we prove that it is possible 
to transform our problem into a separation problem, 
where the undirected graph in w hich we have to look 
for the minimum set separating X from Y depends 
only on X and Y. Later, in the next Section, we shall 
apply this result to developing an efficient algorithm 
that solves our original problem. 
The next proposition shows that if we want to test a 
d-separation relationship between two sets of nodes X 
and Y in a dag, where the d-separating set is included 
in the smallest ancestral set of XU Y, then we can test 
this relationship in a smaller dag, whose set of nodes 
is formed only by the ancestors of X and Y. 
Proposition 1 Given a dag G = (U ,[), X, Y � U, 
and Z � An(X U Y), let H = GAn(XuY) be the sub­
graph of G induced by An( XU Y). Then 
(X, YJZ)� <¢:::::::>(X, YJZ)1I 
Proof: The necessary condition is obvious, because H 
is a subgraph of G. Let us prove the sufficient condi­
tion: suppose that (X, YJZ)i, but -.(X, YJZ){S. Then, 
in G, there is at least one chain, C, linking one node, 
x, in X and one node, y, in Y, such that for all1 E C, 
if 1 is not a head to head node then 1 � Z, and if 1 is 
head to head, then either 1 E Z or de(r) n Z # 0. 
If the chain C were only formed by nodes from An(X U 
Y), then C would be a chain in H not blocked by 
Z, hence -.(X, YJZ)t, thereby contradicting the hypo­
thesis. Therefore, there are nodes in C which do not 
belong to An(X U Y). Let /o be one of these nodes, 
i.e., /o E C, /O � An(X U Y). As /O belongs to a chain 
linking x and y, and /o is not an ancestor of x or !J, 
then -y0 has to be either a head to head node of C or 
an ancestor of a head to head node of C. As all tbe 
head to head nodes of C belong to Z or arf' ancestor:; 
of nodes that belong to Z, and since Z t;;; An(X U Y), 
then in either case {o also belongs to An(XUY), which 
is again a contradiction. Therefore we have (X, Y JZ)�. 
0 
The following proposition establishes the basic result 
necessary to solve our optimization problem : it says 
that any d-separating set for the sets of nodes X and 
Y, which does not contain 'superfluous' nodes, must 
be included in the smallest ancestral set An( X U Y). 
In other words, all the minimal d-separating sets are 
formed exclusively by nodes which are ancestors of 
either X or Y. 
Proposition 2 Given a dag G = (U, £), X, Y t;;; U, 
let Z � U be a set of nodes such that (X, YJZ){S and 
-.(X, YJZ')(S, VZ' c Z. Then Z � An(X U Y). 
Proof: Let us suppose that Z rJ:. An(X U Y). Let 
us define Z' = Z n An(X U Y) � Z. Then, from the 
hypothesis we have •(X, YJZ')�. As Z' � An(X U 
Y), it is obvious that An(X U Y U Z') = An(X U Y) 
Therefore, using eq. ( 1), we obtain 
-.(X YjZ1J9 m = --,(X, YJZ')S m ' (GAn(XuYuZ')) - (GAn(XuY)) 
So, X andY are not separated by Z' in ( G An(XuY) )m, 
hence there is a chain C between X and Y in 
(GAn(XuY))m that bypasses Z', i e., the chain C is 
formed from nodes in An(X U Y)  which are outside 
of Z. 
On the other hand, since An(X U Y) t;;; An(X U Y U 
Z), then (GAn(XuY))m � (GAn(XuYuZ))m. Then , 
the previously found chain C is also a chain in 
( G An(XuYuZ) )m that bypasses Z, which means that 
X andY are not separated by Z in (GAn(XuYuZ))m, 
and, once again using eq. ( 1), we obtain that X and Y 
are not d-separated by Z in G, in contradiction to the 
hypothesis. Therefore it has to be Z � An (X U Y). 0 
The next proposition shows that, by combining the res­
ults in propositions 1 and 2, we can reduce our original 
problem to a simpler one, which involves a smaller 
graph. 
Proposition 3 Let G = (U, £) be a dag, and X, Y � 
U. Then the problem of findmg a minzmum d­
.separating set for X and Y zn G zs eqwvalent to the 
pmblem of findmg a mmzmum d-separating set for X 
andY in the mduccd subdag GAn(XuY)· 
Proof: Let H = G An(XuY), and let us define the sets 
Sc; = {Z � U I (X, YIZ/i;} and SH = {Z � An(X U 
Y) I (X, YIZ)i }. Then we have to prove that 
From proposition 1 ,  we deduce SH � SG, and therefore 
minzESH IZI 2 rninzESa IZI. 
-Necessary condition: If ITI = minzESc IZI, then 
VT' C 7' we have T' rf:. Sc;, and from proposition 2 we 
obtain T � An (X U Y), and now using proposition I 
we get T E SH. So, we have ITI 2 minzESH IZI > 
minz E Sa IZI = ITI, hence ITI = minzESH IZI. 
-Sufficient condition: If ITI minzESH IZI > 
minzESa IZI = IZol, then we have VZ' C Z0, Z' rf. SG, 
and therefore, once again using propositions 2 and I, 
we get Zo E SH, so that IZol 2 minzESH IZI = ITI, 
which is a contradiction. Thus, ITI = m inzESa IZI. 0 
The only remaining task is to transform our prob­
lem into an equivalent problem involving separation 
instead of d-separation: 
Theorem 1 The pmblem of finding a minimum d­
separating set for X and Y in a dag (; is equivalent to 
the problem of finding a minimum separating set for 
X and Y in the undirected graph ( G An(XuY) )=. 
Proof: Using the same notation from proposition :3, 
let Hm be the moral graph of H = GAn(XuY), and 
S'lf = {Z � An(X u Y) I (X, YIZ)[;-= }. 
Let Z be any subset of An(X U Y). Then taking into 
account the characteristics of ancestral sets, it is clear 
that HAn(XuYuZ) = H. Then, by applying eq. (I) to 
the graph H ,  we haw 
(X, YIZ)t? (X, YIZ)s(H )==:(X, YIZ)Hm An(XuYuZ) 
Hence SH = Sf} . Now, using propositio n::!, we obtai n 
ITI = min IZ I ? ITI = min IZI. 
ZESo ZESHm 0 
Before finishing off this Section, let us see m an ex­
ample the practical significance of the previous results. 
Let us consider the graph in Figure 2, where we have 
numbered the nodes in an order compatible with the 
graph structure (t.e., the parents of any node appear 
before their children in the order). Let us suppose that 
we select the pair of nodes X3 and x15, and we want 
to find a set d-separating them with minimum size. Of 
course, we know that any node x is d�separated from 
all the other nodes by the set of the parents of x, the 
•I 
x2 
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Figure 2: A dag G with IS nodes 
children of x and the parents of x's children. So. in 
our case, we know that the two sets { x 1, x2, J:1, :z:r,, J:li} 
auJ {xs, xg, ;r:Jo, J:]6, x17, x1s} J-seJJarate ;£3 fr01u ;£15· 
We also know that any node x is d-separated from all 
its non-descendants by the set of x 's parents . There­
fore, as X3 is not a descendant of XJs, we can be sun' 
that x3 and x 1 5 are d-separated by the set { Xg, xg, x 1 o}. 
However, can we find a smaller set that still d-separates 
these two nodes? To answer this question we would 
have to examine every possible chain linking x:� and 
x15, facing the enormous amount of d-separating �et� 
that we can obtain from the graph G, and next s elect 
the set of minimum size 
The result in proposition 3 allows us to considerably 
reduce the search space w here we have to look for the d­
separating sets, by removing the nodes that do not be­
long to the set An (x3,X15). The subgraph GAn(x,,x10), 
wh ich has 11 nodes, is shown in Figure :). The cont­
plexity of the graph has decreased, thus reducing the 
number of chains we have to explore. Finally, the mor-
xl 
alized graph (GAn(x3,x15))m, where, by virtue of the­
orem I ,  we have to search for th e minimum separating 
set of x:l and x 15, is shown in Figure 4. From this 
graph, it is now apparent that the d-separating �ct of 
rmmmum size for :r::; and x15 is {x9}. 
4 THE ALG ORITHM 
In this Section, we develop an algorithm to solve the 
basic problem stated in the introduction. Later, we 
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shall see how we modify this algorithm to solve the 
two proposed extensions of the basic p roblem . 
4.1 THE ALGORITHM FOR THE BASIC 
PROBLEM 
We want to develop an algorithm for finding a min­
imum d-separating set for two given nodes x and y in 
a dag G. However, it may happen that there is more 
than one d-separating set for x and y with a minimum 
size. We could provide all these d-separating sets but, 
taking into account the kind of applications we have 
in mind, we prefer to find only one of them. In this 
case, we have to provide an additional criterion to se­
lect one minimum d-separating set. Our proposal is the 
following: as G is an acyclic graph, either x is not a 
descendant of y or y is not a descendant of x; suppose, 
for example, that x is not a descendant of y. Then 
a natural d-separating set for x and y in G would be 
the parent set of y, pa(y) ; however, we want to select 
a set of minimum size. If pa(y) had a minimum size, 
then this set would be chosen; otherwise, we should re­
place some of (or all) the parents of y by other nodes, 
as long as this replacement diminishes the size of the 
d-separating set. But, in order to be coherent with our 
preference for the parent set of y, we should use nodes 
as near as possible to y (in other words, a way of being 
sure that our algorithm will produce as its output the 
parent set of node y, should this set have a minimum 
size, is to design the algorithm with a built- in prefer­
ence for nodes close to y). For example, for the dag 
displayed in Figure 5, to d-separate x from y using 
a set of minimun size, we would select the set { u, t} 
instead of the set { z, t}. Therefore, our additional cri­
terion for choosing only one minimum d-separating set 
is the following: among all the minimum d-separating 
sets for x and y, and supposing that x is not a des­
cendant of y, select the one wh1ch is nearer to y. 
Starting out from the results obtained in the previous 
S(�Ct.ion, to solve the bas!C problem of finding a min­
irnurn d-separating set for a pair of nodes :r: and y in 
a dag G, it. is suffice to find a rnmimum separating set. 
for x andy in the undirected graph {GAn({x,yj))m. 
Figure 5: Dag where x and y can be d-separated by 
the sets { z, t} and { u, t} 
So, bearing in mind the discussion above, our specific 
objective in this subsection will be the following: given 
an undirected graph H = (V, £), and given two nodes 
x, y E V, find a set of minimum size that separates x 
from y; if there is more than one of these sets, select the 
one which is nearer toy (the proxim ity being measured 
in terms of the length of the chains linking y and the 
nodes in the separating set). 
To design an algorithm for solving this problem we 
shall take advantage of the strong relationship that ex­
ists between problems of connectivity and flow prob­
lems in graphs. In general, a flow problem arises when, 
given a directed graph, we want to determine the value 
of the maximum flow that can be transmitted from a 
specified source node s of the graph, to a specified sink 
node t. In this context, every arc of the graph has an 
associated number that represents the largest amount 
of flow that can be transmitted along the arc (the ca­
pacity of the arc). A method for solving this manmum 
flow problem was developed by Ford and Fulkerson 
(Ford-Fulker. 1979), which is based on an import­
ant result which establishes the relation between max­
imum flows and minimum cuts (Ford-Fulker. 1979): 
the value of the maximum flow from 8 to t in a graph 
is equal to the value of the minimum cut-set separating 
8 from t. 
Unfortunately, the term cut-set does not refer to a sep­
arating set containing nodes but to a separating set. 
co ntaining arcs: a cut-set separating s from t is a set 
of arcs such that all the paths in the graph going from b 
to t must pass along some arc in the cut-set; the value 
of a cut-set is the sum of the capacities of its arcs. 
Therefore, if the capacity of each arc were 1, the n the 
Ford-Fulkerson (F-F) algorithm would identify a cut­
set of minimum size. So, although this result may be 
useful, it is not exactly the one we need: we are looking 
for separating node-sets in undirected graphs, whereas 
the previous result refers to separating arc-sets (cut­
sets) in directed graphs. 
However, there is a standard method for transforming 
separating arc-sets for directed graphs into separating 
node-sets for und1rected graphs: we can sec any undir­
ected graph H = (V,£) as a directed one, fi = (V,f), 
by simply considering every edge u�v E [ as the pair of 
arcs u --+ v, u I;- v E { Moreover, we can turn a prob­
lem of node connectivity in fi into a problem of arc 
connectivity in an auxiliary graph fi aux = (V', Eaux), 
in the following way: (a) every node u E V corresponds 
to two nodes u+, u� E V'; (b) for every arc u --+ v E [ 
corresponds an arc u � --+ v+ E Eaux; (c) we also intro­
duce in Eaux the arcs u+ --+ u�. The transformation 
frorn graph H into graph fi aux is illustrated in Fig­
ure 6. Moreover, we give all the arcs in Raux a capacity 
8-8 
H 
0�0�0�8 
_______ ) 
Haux 
Figure 6: Transformation of H into fi aux 
equal to 1. Then, to search for a minimum node-set 
separating s and t in H is equivalent to searching for a 
minimum cut-set separating s� from t+ in H aux: since 
the total flow entering a node u+ must, by necessity, 
travel along the arc u+ --+ u� whose capacity is l, the 
maxim urn flow in the graph II aux must correspond to 
a mimmum cut-set containing only arcs of the form 
u+ --+ u�; therefore, the nodes u in H that correspond 
to the arcs u+ --+ u- of the cut-set in ffaux comprise 
a separating node-set in H of a size equal to the value 
of the cut-set . 
So, to solve the problem of finding a minimum set sep­
arating two nodes x and y in an undirected graph H, 
we can apply the F-F algorithm to find the maximum 
flow from y� to x+ in the auxiliary directed graph 
H aux . The reason for using the maximum fl. ow from 
y� to x+ instead of the flow from x� to y+ is that the 
very dynamics of the F-F algorithm will favor the pres­
ence of nodes close to the source y� in the separating 
set, as required. Fortunately, it is not really necessary 
to transform explicitly the original graph H into the 
auxiliary graph fLux: we have developed an algorithm 
that works directly over H (in fact, our implementa­
tion of the algorithm uses the original dag G where we 
want to test for d-separation, and all the graph trans­
formations , from G to H = (GAn(XuY))m and to fiaux 
are implicit). It is based on a suitable modification of 
the F-F algorithm. Due to space limitations, we shall 
not describe it here , see (Acid-Campos 1996b). Its 
complexity, like F-F's, is O(nm2), where n is the num­
ber of nodes and m the number of edges in the graph. 
It could be improved by using better maximum flow 
algorithms (McHugh 1990). 
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4.2 COPING WITH THE EXTENSIONS 
In this subsection, we study how the algonthrn de­
veloped above may be modified to deal with the ex­
tensions of the basic problem. 
For the first extension, i.e., to find the minimum set 
d-separating two subsets of nodes X and Y (instead 
of two single nodes) in a dag G = (U, E), the solu­
tion is very simple: first, we build the undirected 
graph (GAn(XuY))m = (An(X U Y), ETn(XuY))' i.e., 
the moral graph of the subgraph of G induced by the 
smallest ancestral set containing XU Y; next, starting 
out from this graph, we construct a new und irected 
graph r;XY = (V, F) as follows: 
• V = An(X U Y) U {ax, ;Jy}, 
• :F = E_:rn(XuY) U { cxx 
ETn(XuY))} U {;3y�y 
E�,(XuY))}. 
z I ::Jx E X s.t. z J.: E 
3y E Y s.t. z y E 
Put into words: we add two artificial (dummy) nodes 
cxx and j3y, and connect cxx and j3y to those nodes that 
are adjacent to some node in X and Y, respectively. 
It can be easily proven that 
• (cxx,f3yiZ)cxY ¢:::::?(X, YIZ)s(G )'"'and Anrxuv) 
• if (cxx,f3yiW)cxv and W n (XU Y) f. 0, then 
\ax, py IW \(XU Y))G-xv. 
So, the separation of X and Y in (GAn(XuY))m is 
equivalent to the separation of ax and j3y in G'XY. 
Moreover , the minimum separating set for cxx and f]y 
in cXY cannot contain nodes from (XUY). Therefore, 
in order to find the minimum d-separating set for X 
and Y in G, it is suffice to find the minimum separat­
ing set for cxx and j3y in the auxiliary graph cxY. So, 
we have reduced the problem to one of separation for 
single nodes, which can be solved using the previous 
algorithm. 
The second extension of the basic problem was the fol­
lowing: given two sets of nodes X and Y, and given 
a third set of nodes Z, find the minimum set, say S, 
such that (X, YIZ U Sj�. In this case, we try to find 
the minimum d-separating set for X and Y but with 
the restriction that some nodes in the d-separating set 
are fixed. It can be proven that all the propositions 
stated in Section 3 can be extended for dealing with 
this restriction, i.e. , we can prove the following results 
(the proofs are almost identical to those in Section 3): 
• If 8 s;; An(XU YUZ), and H = GAn(XuYuZ) then 
(X, YIZ u S')�<==> (X, YIZ uS')� 
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• If (X,  Y IZ U S)� and -,(X, Y IZ  U S' )� ,  'VS' C S, 
then S t;;; An (X U Y U Z) .  
So .  by applying the result stated in (Lauritzen al . 
1990)  once again , the problem of finding, in a dag G, 
a minimum d-separating set for X and Y, which con­
tains the set Z, is equivalent to the problem of finding 
a minimum separating set for X and Y, containing Z, 
in  the undirected graph (GAn(XuYuz) ) m .  Now, i t  is 
suffice to eliminate the set Z from this last graph, i .e . ,  
search for the minimum separating set for X and Y in 
the graph ( (GAn(XuYuZJ )m )An (XuY uZ)\ Z ·  
5 CONCLUDING RE MARKS 
We have studied and solved the problem of finding 
minimum d-separating sets for pairs of variables in be­
lief networks . Our method is based on a theoretical 
study that allows us to transform the original problem 
in to an equivalent problem of separation in undirected 
graphs. The proposed algorithm implicitly uses this 
equivalence, and is based on a suitable modification of 
a well-known algorithm from the Operations Research 
l iterature, the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm of maximum 
flow in networks with capacities. We have also stud­
ied some extensions of the basic problem: finding min­
imum d-separating sets for subsets of variables, and 
finding minimum d-separating sets for variables or sub­
sets of variables. with the restriction that some vari­
ables in the d-separating sets must be fixed.  Our basic 
algorithm is  also able to manage these extensions with 
minor modifications. Actual and potential applications 
of this research include learning belief networks from 
data (Acid-Campos 1996a) and problems related to the 
selection of the variab les to be instantiated when using 
belief networks for inference tasks. 
An interesting extension of this work would be to look 
for a d-separating set that has a minimum total state 
span' instead of a minimum number of variables. Cur­
rently , we have ignored the domain size of each vari­
able . However , it is clear that , in order to reduce the 
complexity of testing conditional independencies from 
data, it is more important to reduce the total state 
space than the number of variables involved in the d­
separating set .  From this perspective , a d-separating 
set of, for example, two binary variables would be pre­
ferred to one formed by a s ingle variable having eight 
possible values.  The methodology developed in this 
paper would also work for thi s  problem : the only modi­
fication would be to change the capacity of a node to 
be the logar i thm of its domain size instead of one ( the 
algorithm developed in ( Acid-Campos 1 996b)  should 
also be adapted accordingly ) . 
Fro n 1  a more thcorPtical point of v iew , another inter-
esting problem i s  the fol lowing : our algorithm can be 
seen as a method for finding , given a network , the con­
ditional independence relationships involving the m i n ­
imum number of variables .  Can this  process be re­
versed? In other words, given a Dependency Model 
(which may be or may be not dag-isomorphic) , and 
given the set of all the condit ional independence asser­
tions between pairs of variables with conditioning sets 
of a minimum size, can we construct a graphical rep­
resentation of this model , such that all  the d-separation 
statements in the dag correspond with true conditional 
i ndependence assertions in the model { i .e . , an Inde­
pendence map (Pearl 1 988 ) ) ?  This would l ead to the 
definition of a new concept , similar to that of causal 
input list or recursive basis (Verma-Pearl 1 990) , but 
with a more ' local ' character . We plan to study these 
topics in the future . 
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